Abstract: Hepatitis A virus is an infectious agent known to trigger autoimmune hepatitis (AIH). We present a case in a 45 year old woman with interstitial lung disease & chronic active hepatitis. Diagnosis of hepatitis A virus was attributed on viral serological tests & autoimmune hepatitis (AIH) in accordance with international autoimmune hepatitis group system. She is in remission with steroid therapy. The case we present is unusual with paucity observed in the world literature.
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I. Introduction:
We present a case of 45 yrs old woman who has had jaundice as the chief complaint 6 months earlier. She developed nausea, aversion to food & dry cough with frequent motions post meal. Tests on patient indicated chronic active hepatitis with interstitial lung disease. Diagnosis of hepatitis A virus was attributed on negative hepatitis B surface antigen, negative hepatitis C virus antibody, & positive anti hepatitis A virus antibody (HAV-T). Possibility of Autoimmune Hepatitis (AIH) was considered as patient had jaundice related to recent past hepatitis A infection, Interstitial lung disease, mildly deranged thyroid functions, Elevation of Antinuclear antibodies & abnormal AST, ALT levels. Liver biopsy was confirmative of chronic active hepatitis. Serological, immunological & histopathological parameters were in confirmation for modified international criteria for AIH. Steroid therapy was initiated with fruitful outcome (noticed 6 weeks later). The present case was thus considered to represent AIH triggered by Hepatitis A viral infection.

II. Case Description:
Patients history dates back to 2 yrs when she had dry cough & onset of gradually progressive dyspnea (grade 1 – 3). She was seen by chest physician for the said problems a year ago. Interstitial lung disease was diagnosed clinically & on CT imaging (Fig 1) for which she received steroids 40mg/day in tapering doses for 6 months. Cough receded, however she had mild cushingoid features & hypertension, treated with Losartan 50 mg / day which she continued for 2 months. Past medical history further revealed occurrence of jaundice 20 yrs back for 1 month for which she received supportive therapy. She further had developed jaundice 6 months back & received supportive therapy. 3 months prior to the present hospitalization she subsequently developed poor appetite, nausea & aversion to food, loose stools as & when on taking meals. For the said problem, gastro endoscopy done revealed only hyperaemic stomach. She was kept on supportive treatment with antacids, vitamins & minerals. As her symptoms persisted she seeked hospitalization for further investigations & management.

In the hospital, examination revealed middle aged lady who had no prior history of alcohol or substance abuse & family history of liver disease. Non tender hepatomegaly of 4.5 inches below costal margin was noted on her physical examination. Velcro rales at both lung bases noted. Other systemic examination was unrevealing. Roentgenography chest revealed increased reticulonodular shadows at both bases with marked elevation of right dome of diaphragm (Fig 2). Sonography abdomen showed moderate hepatomegaly with fatty liver, no ascites. Her laboratory findings were as follows: Hb: 9.6 gm%, TLC – 9180/cumm, P: 85 %, L: 12 %, E: 01 %, M: 2 %, platelets were adequate - 2.61,000/cumm, ESR: 55 mmhr, Total Bilirubin 0.94 mg/dl, Direct Bilirubin 0.29 mg/dl, AST 102 U/L (N: 0-31), ALT 61.2 U/L (N: 0-31), Serum Alkaline Phosphatase 196.4 U/L (N: 42-98), PT 13.5 sec, INR 1.23, S Albamin 2.4 gm/ml, S Globulin 5.1 gm/ml, TSH 4.76 uIU/ml (N - 0.4-4). Lipid profile was within normal limit, Serum anti HAV Total was positive, Serum anti HAV IgM was negative. HBsAg, anti HBs, HBsAb, anti HBeAg, anti HBeAb, anti Hbc IgM, anti HCV were negative. Her antinuclear antibody & rheumatoid factor was positive while anti smooth muscle antibody & anti liver kidney microsomal I antibody tests were negative. Serum ferritin levels were within normal limits. HLA
assessment conducted after admission revealed: B44(12); B51(5); DR4; DR9. Liver histopathology revealed fatty degeneration in hepatocytes, portal tract widening with mononuclear cell infiltration & piecemeal necrosis with early fibrosis. (Fig 3). The patient had a score of 22 according to the international autoimmune hepatitis group system. She was provided with prednisolone 40 mg/day (in tapering doses) & observed to be in remission with the therapy 8 weeks later.

III. Discussion:

Autoimmune Hepatitis (HAV) is an enteric transmitting virus which is the most common cause of acute viral hepatitis worldwide. In the present case, though HAV (IgM) was negative, however, competitive enzyme immunoassay for anti Hepatitis A virus Total (HAVT) was significantly positive as patient has had jaundice 6 months earlier. IgM antibodies are known to disappear after the acute infection within 5-6 months while IgG antibodies persist lifelong. Hepatitis A virus is also incriminated as a triggering cause for autoimmune hepatitis. AIH is a rare disease with unknown etiology which causes chronic necro inflammatory changes in the liver. Hepatitis C has been associated with AIH more than any other hepatitis viruses. Viral proteins of viruses may be similar to the amino acid chain of different autoantigens in the liver. Cross immune reactions may also be responsible for the damage in the liver tissue. AIH appears to be induced by antibody dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity which involves both antibody mediated & cellular immunity against specific liver antigens as hepatocyte membranes. There are several genetic factors including human lymphocyte antigen (HLA) types which are related to AIH such as DR3, DR4. Hepatitis A as a triggering factor was considered in the case as Hepatitis HAVT was positive & Hepatitis B surface antigen, core antigen, HBe antibodies, HCV antibodies were negative in the case. Liver histopathology revealed fatty degeneration in hepatocytes; portal tract widening with mononuclear cell infiltrate & areas of piecemeal necrosis with early fibrosis. The features consistent with the diagnosis of chronic active hepatitis. ANA was positive however ASMA, AMA & anti LKM1 antibodies were negative. HLA analysis of the case revealed B44(12); B51(5); DR4; DR9.

Many autoimmune conditions like thyroiditis, ulcerative colitis, celiac sprue, mixed connective tissue disorder, interstitial lung disease, Autoimmune haemolytic anaemia are associated with AIH. Histopathology scoring for autoimmune hepatitis in the case revealed a score of 12, the value is in consistence with the definite diagnosis of AIH. In the present case there has not been enough observed reasons to speculate any other assumptive etiological clue. HAV infection is probably one which is well documented in the case out of several unknown triggers that may induce autoimmune hepatitis. This patient on other hand had interstitial lung disease long before the HAV infection (as jaundice was noted couple of months later of onset of ILD). A speculation in the case could be logical if assumed that AIH existed earlier along with ILD before the HAV infection which has further worsened the liver as evident in the present case from clinical, serological & immunological & imaging studies. It is further speculated that this patient under discussion has had revealed isolated antiHBC positivity with neither HBsAg nor AntiHBs which may indicate either:

1) Case with many years after recovery from acute hepatitis B when AntiHBs has fallen to undetectable levels or

2) Case presentation after many years of chronic HBV infection when the HBsAg has been cleared which occurs in less than 1% of the carriers.

It is therefore proposed that the present case might have had perhaps liver disease of hepatitis B antigen years ago with HBsAg & AntiHBs now have fallen to undetectable levels & concurrent hepatitis A infection (AntiHAV positivity) did the damage further & resulted in acute autoimmune hepatitis. It is for the said reason vaccination of HAV is recommended worldwide for all patients with chronic liver disease including hepatitis C patients to prevent decompensation due to HAV superinfections. However Bary & Smith 2007 described the first ever case of AIH in association with vaccination against HAV after 10 days post vaccination. There is paucity in literature of HAV with AIH and/or dual edged sword infections of HBsAg with HAV as old & new infections with AIH inter-relationship. In our case, there are strong evidences favouring Hepatitis A virus (HAV) as a triggering factor leading to AIH.
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Legends to figures:
Fig 1 : HRCT chest showing bilateral basal pneumonia with ground glass appearance & reticular shadows suggestive of interstitial lung disease.
Fig 2 : XRAY chest showing reticulonodular shadows at both lung bases with elevation of right dome of diaphragm.
Fig 3 : Liver histopathology H & E stain ( 100x ) revealing fatty degeneration in hepatocytes with portal tract widening, mononuclear cell infiltration, piecemeal necrosis & early fibrosis.
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